Lotto Rules
26-November-2018

The following specific terms and conditions (our "Lotto Rules") govern Your use
of all our interactive Lotto products and services on the Service and form part of
Your Agreement as set out in the Terms.
To the extent, there is any inconsistency between the Terms and any of these Lotto
Rules, then the Terms shall prevail.
How to play
To place a straight bet:
1. Select your numbers by clicking the lottery balls, or by clicking on Lucky
Dip.
2. Place a stake in one or more of the stake boxes.
3. Choose to bet on next draw only, or on a number of future draws.
4. Press the 'Proceed' key.
5. Confirm your bet.
To place a combination bet:
1. Check the radio box to indicate you wish to place a combination bet.
2. Select your numbers by clicking the lottery balls, or by clicking on Lucky
Dip.
3. Choose to bet on next draw only, or on a number of future draws. Press the
'Proceed' key.
4. Decide which combination bet(s) you wish to bet on, and place a stake in
one or more of the stake boxes.
5. Press 'Proceed'. Check all the details and confirm your bet.
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Lotto General Rules
Lotto is the name given by WinBet555 to betting at fixed odds on the results of
National Lotteries from around the world.
We currently offer betting on the Canada, Irish, Spanish, Hong Kong, Australian
Oz Lotto, Australian Tatts Lotto, German, French, Greek, Singapore, New York,
Health, Monday Millions and 49's lotteries.
We accept bets on correctly predicting 1 ball (single), 2 balls (double), 3 balls
(treble), 4 balls (four-fold) and 5 balls (five-fold).
We accept combination bets on numbers drawn from a maximum of 25 balls. The
maximum number of a combination is 5 balls (five-fold).
We accept the following Speciality bets: Patent, Trixie, Yankee, Super Yankee.
A limit of £100,000 can be won by a customer on any single lottery draw, the
exception to this is the Irish lottery, Monday Millions and 49's 6-number draws
where the maximum amount that can be won is £500,000.
Unless otherwise specified, Lotto bets will always be settled on the next draw to
take place.
Unless otherwise stated, bonus or extra balls drawn do not count for Lotto bets.
Unless otherwise stated, where a Lottery has two or more draws on the same day,
all bets are based on the results of the first of these draws.
Numbers bets do not qualify for consolations or bonuses if placed on our range of
Specialty bets.
If for any reason, a draw or event does not take place, bets will stand for the next
such draw or event unless cancelled by mutual consent.
Numbers bets cannot be combined with any other betting event, nor may two or
more draws/events be combined in accumulative bets.
Copyright 2017 WinBet555. All Rights Reserved.
France
French Lottery Rules
Bets placed on French Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive are
subject to the following rules:
The French Lottery is based on the official French lottery draw (Loto).
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6 balls are drawn from a total of 49; customers can bet on up to 5 numbers drawn
from the 49.
The draw takes place every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday night at 18:55
GMT and bets can be placed up until five minutes before.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the French lottery (Loto).
The maximum payout to any customer for one draw is £100,000 or the currency
equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Germany
German Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the German Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive are
subject to the following rules:
The German Lottery is based on the official German Lotto draw.
6 balls are drawn from a total of 49; customers can bet on up to5 numbers drawn
from the 49.
Customers also have the option to bet on the seven number draw that includes the
bonus ball.
The draw is held twice weekly on a Wednesday at 19:00 GMT and Saturday at
19:00 GMT. Bets can be placed up until five minutes before.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the German lotto draw
managed by the government of the Federal Republic of Germany.
The maximum payout to any customer for one draw is £100,000 or the currency
equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stay within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Greece
Greek Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the Greek Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive are
subject to the following rules:
The Greek Lottery is based on the official Greek lottery draw.
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6 balls are drawn from a total of 49; customers can bet on up to5 numbers drawn
from the 49.
We do not offer betting on the bonus ball.
The draw takes place every Thursday and Saturday night at 17:45 GMT and bets
can be placed up until five minutes before.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the Greek lottery.
The maximum payout to any one customer, syndicate/group of customers for one
draw is £100,000 or the currency equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Hong Kong
Hong Kong Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the Hong Kong Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive
are subject to the following rules:
The Hong Kong Lottery is based on the Mark Six Lotto game conducted by the
Hong Kong Lotteries Board using the facilities of the Hong Kong Jockey Club.
6 balls are drawn from a total of 49; customers can bet on up to5 numbers drawn
from the 49.
We do not offer the option to bet on the bonus ball
The Mark Six draw is held three times a week normally Tuesday, Thursday and on
Saturdays. The draws take place at 12:25 GMT and all bets must be placed before
09:25 GMT.
The maximum payout to any customer for one draw is £100,000 or the currency
equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stay within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Ireland
Ireland Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the Irish Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive are
subject to the following rules:
The Irish Lottery is based on the official Irish lottery draw which takes place every
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Wednesday and Saturday.
6 balls are drawn from a total of 45; customers can bet on up to5 numbers drawn
from the 45.
Customers also have the option to bet on the seven number draw that includes the
bonus ball.
The draw takes place every Wednesday and Saturday night at 20:00 GMT and bets
can be placed up until five minutes before.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the Irish lotto draw.
The maximum payout to any customer for one draw is £500,000 or the currency
equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Ireland
Monday Millions Rules
Bets placed on the Irish Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive are
subject to the following rules:
The Irish Lottery is based on the official Irish lottery draw which takes place every
Monday night.
6 balls are drawn from a total of 39; customers can bet on up to 5 numbers drawn
from the 39.
The draw takes place every Monday night at 20:15 GMT and bets can be placed up
until five minutes before.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the Irish Monday Millions
draw.
The maximum payout to any customer for one draw is £500,000 or the currency
equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
49's
49's Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the 49's Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive are
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subject to the following rules:
The 49's Lottery is based on the Official 49's Lotto draw, which takes place twice
per day; seven days a week live on SIS in Betting Shops.
6 balls are drawn from a total of 49; customers can bet on up to 5 numbers drawn
from the 49.
All Lottery bets are based on the six numbers drawn in the 49's main draw.
Customers also have the option to bet on the seven number draw that includes the
bonus ball.
The draw takes place every day of the week at lunch time and tea time. Customers
can bet up until 5 minutes before the draw takes place.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the 49's lotto draw.
The maximum payout to any one customer for one draw is £100,000 or the
currency equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
New York
New York Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the New York Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive
are subject to the following rules:
New York Lottery is based on the Official New York Lotto draw, which takes
place every Wednesday and Saturday.
6 balls are drawn from a total of 59, customers can bet on up to 5 numbers drawn
from the 59.
All Lottery bets are based on numbers drawn in the New York Lotto main draw.
We do not offer betting on the bonus ball.
The draw takes place every Thursday and Sunday morning. Customers can bet up
until 02:00 GMT. The draw takes place at 04:21 GMT.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the New York lotto draw.
The maximum payout to any one customer for one draw is £100,000 or the
currency equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Singapore
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Singapore Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the Singapore Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive
are subject to the following rules:
Singapore Lottery is based on the Official Singapore Pools Toto draw, which takes
place every Monday and Thursday.
6 balls are drawn from a total of 45; customers can bet on up to 5 numbers drawn
from the 45.
All Lottery bets are based on numbers drawn in the Singapore Pools Toto main
draw. We do not offer betting on the bonus ball.
The draw takes place every Monday and Thursday morning. Customers can bet up
until 06.30 GMT. The draw takes place at 09:30 GMT.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the Singapore Pools Toto
main draw. We do not offer betting on the bonus ball.
The maximum payout to any one customer for one draw is £100,000 or the
currency equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Spain
Spanish Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the Spanish Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive are
subject to the following rules:
The Spanish Lottery is based on the official Loterias Lotto draw (La Primitiva).
6 balls are drawn from a total of 49; customers can bet on up to 5 numbers drawn
from the 49.
Customers also have the option to bet on the seven number draw that includes the
bonus ball
The draw is held twice weekly on a Thursday and Saturday night. The draw takes
place at 20.00 GMT and bets can be placed up until five minutes before.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the Spanish Loterias.
The maximum payout to any customer for one draw is £100,000 or the currency
equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure he or she stays within these limits.
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Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.

Australia
Australian (Oz Lotto) Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the Australian Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive
are subject to the following rules:
The Australian Lottery (Oz Lotto) is based on the official Australian lottery draw
(Tuesday Lotto).
7balls are drawn from a total of 45; customers can bet on up to5 numbers drawn
from the 45.
We do not offer betting on the bonus balls.
The draw takes place every Tuesday morning at 12:30 GMT and bets can be
placed up until 09.30 GMT
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the Australian lottery.
The maximum payout to any one customer for one draw is £100,000 or the
currency equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Australia
Australian (Tatts Lotto) Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the Australian Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive
are subject to the following rules:
The Australian Lottery (Oz Lotto) is based on the official Australian lottery draw
(Saturday Lotto).
6 balls are drawn from a total of 45; customers can bet on up to 5 numbers drawn
from the 45.
We do not offer betting on the bonus balls.
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The draw takes place every Saturday morning at 12:30 GMT and bets can be
placed up until 09.30 GMT
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the Australian lottery.
The maximum payout to any one customer for one draw is £100,000 or the
currency equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Health Lottery
Health Lottery Rules
The ‘Health Lottery' bet is a fixed odds bet offered by WinBet555 on the outcome
of a selected Health Lottery Draw for a minimum unit stake of £1. For the
avoidance of doubt it is not a direct entry into the respective ‘official' Health
Lottery Draw itself.
•
•

•

•

•

Customers must be aged 18 or over and have an account with WinBet555
Interactive
To bet on the outcome of the selected draw, customers will have to choose 5
numbers from 1 - 50 balls plus a different ‘Jackpot ball' from the remaining
45 numbers
Settlement of all bets will be determined by the ‘official' result of the
respective Health Lottery Draw, which takes place at 7:45pm every
Wednesday and Saturday evening and is broadcast on Channel 5 at
approximately 9.55pm (according to TV schedule)
Bets are accepted up to 15 minutes before the start of each draw (i.e.
normally 7.30pm). Any bet accepted after this time will be declared ‘void'
with stake refunded, unless WinBet555 is satisfied that the bet was placed
before the draw started.
Any winnings will be paid out in accordance with the prize structure: PRIZE
STRUCTURE (based on £1 unit inclusive of stake): Match 2 + Bonus Ball*
– Win £10; Match 3 (Excluding bonus ball) – Win £20; Match 3 + Bonus
Ball* – Win £50; Match 4 (Excluding bonus ball) – Win £250; Match 4 +
Bonus Ball* – Win £10,000; Match 5 (Excluding bonus ball) – Win
£100,000; Match 5 + Million Pound Number – Win £1 Million; (*If you
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•

•
•

match 2, 3 or 4 numbers, the Bonus Ball applies to your selections from the
Main Numbers section
There is no sharing of prizes in the event of multiple winners. Higher unit
stakes are accepted with winnings increased in proportion up to the
maximum payout of £1,000,000 per customer, customer group or customers
acting together as a syndicate, per draw.
Bets on The Health Lottery cannot be combined with any other betting event
and if accepted in error will be declared void.
All bets are accepted and processed in accordance with our General Sporting
& Betting Rules and the Terms & Conditions.

Canadian Lottery
Canadian Lottery Rules
Bets placed on the Canadian Lottery games provided by WinBet555 Interactive are
subject to the following rules:
The Canadian Lottery is based on the official Canadian Lottery BC49 draw which
takes place every Thursday and Sunday.
6 balls are drawn from a total of 49; customers can bet on up to 5 numbers drawn
from the 49.
Customers also have the option to bet on the seven number draw that includes the
bonus ball.
The draw takes place every Thursday and Sunday at 02:00. Bets can be placed up
until 5 minutes before the draw.
All lottery bets are settled based on the official draw of the Canadian Lottery
BC49 draw.
The maximum payout to any customer for one draw is £100,000 or the currency
equivalent.
The onus is on the customer to ensure that he or she stays within these limits.
Our T&C will govern any situation not covered in these rules.
Lottery Schedule
Lotto

No. of
Balls

Balls
Drawn

Time of Draw
(UK)
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Valid
Bets

Bet Until

Website

France

49

6+1

Monday 18:55
Wednesday 18:55 First 6
Saturday 18:55

5 mins before
draw

Germany

49

6+1

Wednesday 17:25
First 6
Saturday 18:25

Wednesday
17:00
Saturday 18:00

Hong Kong

49

6+1

Tuesday 12:25
Thursday 12:25
Saturday 12:25

09:25

Ireland

47

6+1

Wednesday 19:58
First 6
Saturday 19:58

5 mins before
draw

49s

49

6+1

Lunchtime 12:49
Teatime 17:49

First 6

5 mins before
draw

New York

59

6+1

Thursday 04:21
Sunday 04:21

First 6

02:00

Singapore

45

6+1

Monday 09:30
Thursday 09:30

First 6

06:30

Spain

49

6+1

Thursday 20:00
Saturday 20:00

First 6

5 mins before
draw

Australia (Oz 45
Lotto)*

7+2

Tuesday 12:30

First 7

09:30

Australia (Tatts 45
Lotto)*

6+2

Saturday 12:30

First 6

09:30

Daily Millions 39

6+1

Daily 14:00
Daily 21:00

First 6

5 mins before
draw

Health Lottery

50

5

Tuesday to
Saturday 21:55

First 5

Wednesday
21:00
Saturday 21:00

Canadian
Lottery

49

6+1

Thursday 02:00
Sunday 02:00

First 6

5 mins before
draw

Odds
Straight Bets
39 Ball Game – 6 numbers drawn
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First 6

1 ball correct 4/1
2 balls correct 40/1
3 ball correct 375/1
4 balls correct 3750/1
5 balls correct 50,000/1
39 Ball Game – 7 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 3/1
2 balls correct 29/1
3 ball correct 199/1
4 balls correct 1599/1
5 balls correct 14,999/1
42 Ball Game – 6 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 6/1
2 balls correct 56/1
3 ball correct 573/1
4 balls correct 7461/1
5 balls correct 7,461/1
45 Ball Game – 6 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 5/1
2 balls correct 54/1
3 ball correct 575/1
4 balls correct 6,500/1
5 balls correct 100,000/1
45 Ball Game – 7 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 4/1
2 balls correct 35/1
3 ball correct 300/1
4 balls correct 3,000/1
5 balls correct 30,000/1
49 Ball Game – 5 numbers drawn
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1 ball correct 7/1
2 balls correct 89/1
3 ball correct 1,299/1
4 balls correct 22,499/1
5 balls correct 99,999/1
49 Ball Game – 6 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 6/1
2 balls correct 58/1
3 ball correct 650/1
4 balls correct 8,000/1
5 balls correct 150,000/1
49 Ball Game – 7 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 5/1
2 balls correct 38/1
3 ball correct 329/1
4 balls correct 4,500/1
5 balls correct 50,000/1
50 Ball Game – 5 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 8/1
2 balls correct 100/1
3 ball correct 1,000/1
4 balls correct 25,000/1
5 balls correct 200,000/1
59 Ball game – 6 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 7/1
2 balls correct 85/1
3 ball correct 1,250/1
4 balls correct 17,000/1
5 balls correct 150,000/1
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59 Ball game – 7 numbers drawn
1 ball correct 6/1
2 balls correct 55/1
3 ball correct 600/1
4 balls correct 7,500/1
5 balls correct 75,000/1
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